PHASES & CYCLES®
EMPIRE CO. (EMP.A-T)
HAS HIGHER TARGETS
Sector: Consumer Staples – Food Retail
($35.84; Dividend: $0.52; Yield: 1.45%; Market Cap $9.65B)
Weekly Chart from August 2016
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Empire has been in a long-term up-trend since 2017 (solid line).
We recommended the stock on numerous occasions during this
time. In our most recent report, we suggested that the stock
would “likely be subject to some profit taking”, since the rise in
2019 brought the stock quite far above the long-term rising
trend-line (see dashed line).
Following our report, Empire started a decline that brought the
stock below its 40-week Moving Average (40wMA) and
temporarily below its long-term rising-trend-line (A). However,
it quickly rose back above the trend line and then completed a
bullish price pattern known as an Inverse Head-and-Shoulder
formation (solid horizontal lines). The recent move above the
neckline of this pattern (dotted line) and above the 40wMA
signaled a breakout and the resumption of the long-term uptrend. There is good support at ±$33.50; only a sustained
decline below ±$32.00 would be negative.

Point & Figure measurements provide targets of $41
and $44 (14% and 23% appreciation potentials from
current levels). Higher targets are visible.
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